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Novel PIV-based analysis for large strains    

Abstract 

In the last decades, the PIV technique has become an interesting tool to measure 

displacements in the field of experimental mechanics. This paper presents a procedure to 

interpret PIV displacements, measured following an Eulerian scheme, with the purpose of 

providing accumulated displacements, velocities, accelerations and strains on points 

representing physical particles. Strains are computed as the gradient of displacements. When 

compared with other standard procedures already published, the presented methodology is 

especially well suited to interpret large strains. The basis of the procedure is to map 

displacement increments measured through PIV analysis on the subset (or patch) centers into 

numerical particles that are defined as portions of the moving masses whose deformation is 

analyzed.  

The implementation of the method is explained in detail, highlighting its simplicity. The 

procedure can be used as a post-processor of currently available PIV software packages.  

The methodology is first applied to synthetic cases of rectangular samples in which known 

displacements are imposed and also to a sandy slope failure experiment involving large 

displacements. The method reproduces satisfactorily the recorded images.  

Keywords: Particle Image Velocimetry, Digital Image Correlation, large displacements, PIV 

post-process, laboratory scale experiments. 

Introduction  

Particle image velocimetry (PIV), also known as Digital Image Correlation (DIC), is widely used 

as a non-invasive technique to measure displacements in the field of experimental mechanics. 
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By comparing two digital images of an object before and after deformation, incremental 

displacement fields are calculated to subpixel accuracy without installing sensors that may 

disturb the material observed. A digital photograph, understood as a set of pixels with 

different colour intensities, is divided into a virtual grid of subsets (also called “patches”). The 

entire set of pixels is integrated into regions or subsets which play the role of points. The 

displacement vectors observed between two photographs taken at different times is 

determined for each subset. The displacement is defined as the difference between the 

position of the reference subset centre and the corresponding subset centre in the deformable 

image (Figure 1). A region or subset is selected instead of an individual pixel because a pixel 

characterized by its colour intensity will not be distinguished from others pixels. However, a 

set of pixels distributed in a particular manner in a given area (lxxly in Fig. 1) which contains 

sufficient texture is capable of being identified in the subsequent image. A correlation criterion 

should be predefined to find the corresponding position of the subset in a search region of the 

deformed image by identifying the pattern of pixel intensity values that best represent the 

reference subset. It is assumed that, although the shape of the subset changes, a set of 

neighbouring points in the reference subset remains as neighbouring points in the deformed 

subset. The position of the deformed subset is then defined by the maximum value of the 

correlation coefficient.  

During the last few years, research on the method led to a high accuracy on displacement and 

strain measurements and several image analysis algorithms and techniques have been 

developed to suit different applications. A description of DIC and a review of the different 

methodologies used are presented by Pan et al. (2009) and more recently by Take (2015). 

Readers are referred to these contributions for a description of the methodology and a full 

discussion on factors that affect accuracy and precision of the technique. 
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When using PIV, the direct measurement is the “instantaneous” displacement occurred during 

the time interval elapsed between the capturing of two images. The displacements are 

measured in points located in the centres of subsets. In order to evaluate the accumulated 

displacement in time, the set of images captured along time can be analysed in two different 

ways. In the so-called “leapfrog” method, the images taken at different times are compared 

with an initial reference image (Figure 2a). In this case, the displacement measured at each 

time corresponds to the displacement occurred during the time elapsed between the image 

analysed and the reference one. The correlation between the deformed image and the first 

one has a clear limit due to mismatch in regions experiencing large deformations. 

Alternatively, a “sequential” scheme can be selected in which the reference image is updated 

after every computational step and each deformed image is compared with the previous one. 

The coordinates of the subset are also updated to the nearest integer pixel coordinates (Figure 

2b). In this way, distortion which affects the correlation between images is reduced but 

random walk errors (White and Bolton 2004) increase significantly because the accumulated 

displacement should be calculated as the sum of the displacements measured between 

images. Mixed options combining these two schemes are also possible. In this case, 

displacements are calculated with respect to a fixed reference image whilst maintaining a 

tolerable correlation. Once the correlation loss is significant, the reference image is updated. 

There are available procedures to update the reference image automatically (Stanier et al. 

2016). 

Alternatively, measurements can be made in an Eulerian mode in which a mesh of patches is 

fixed in the space and displacements measured between images refer to the same points at 

each computational step (Figure 3). Using this option, the tracking of physical particles of the 

observed object during the motion is not possible. 
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 Another important aspect of the analysis of motion is the estimation of strains. Strain 

distributions are required in many applications of PIV in solid mechanics where the response of 

the material depends on the strain path histories. In addition, the evolution of strains is of 

especial interest in the validation of numerical methods and constitutive models by comparing 

numerical results with direct or indirect PIV measurements.  

Field strain distributions can be obtained directly from digital image correlations using a non-

zero-order approximation mapping functions for the displacement field in the subset region 

(Lu and Cary 2000).  First-order mapping functions only allow rigid translation between 

reference and deformed subset. A second-order functions are required in order to allow 

translation, rotation, shear, normal strains and their combinations.  

Alternatively, displacement gradients (strains) can be directly calculated by differentiating 

(numerically) the measured displacement field. This issue is discussed by Pan et al. (2009) who 

highlight the fact that the differentiation of the displacements amplifies the noise (errors 

inherent to the PIV technique) associated with the computed displacement. The accuracy of 

strain estimated by differentiating displacements can be improved by smoothing previously 

the computed displacement field. Smoothing algorithms (Sutton et al. 1991, Tong et al. 1997 

and Wang et al. 2002) have been presented to remove the noise inherent to the measured 

displacement. This aspect is out of the discussion presented in this paper. Strains will be 

calculated from displacements assuming the noise level has been significantly decreased after 

applying some technique.  

One of the techniques available to estimate strains is the pointwise local least squares fitting 

technique used and advocated by Wattrisse et al. (2001) and Pan et al. (2007, 2009). The 

strains at a given point are calculated by selecting a square window where it is assumed that 
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the strains are small enough to approximate the displacement distribution as a linear plane.  

This technique is limited to estimate the “instantaneous” strains calculated from 

“instantaneous” displacement distributions referred to fixed points in the space. Therefore, 

accumulated strains occurred in a deformable object cannot be directly calculated.  

White and Bolton (2004) presented a procedure to calculate strains from single displacements 

increments by dividing the PIV subset into triangular elements and calculating the deformation 

gradient matrix expressed in strain and rotation components. Based on finite element 

methods, strain fields occurred during a given interval of time are calculated in the nodes from 

the displacements measured by PIV technique of the triangular elements. This methodology 

has the same limitations present in the finite element method. Large deformation implies 

severe distortion of the defined elements leading to computation errors.  

This paper addresses some limitations encounter when using PIV technique in large 

deformation problems by presenting a numerical tool for processing the PIV measurements. 

The methodology allows the calculation of the accumulated displacements and strains in 

points as well as other variables such as velocity and acceleration. Such points, called 

numerical particles (NP), will represent a portion of the soil analysed and their motion will be 

tracked. The variables resulting from the methodology are calculated from PIV measurements 

following an Eulerian approach (Figure 3). The methodology is inspired by numerical tools that 

combine two spatial discretizations: Eulerian based on, fixed reference points in the space, and 

Langrangian, which follow the moving reference points attached to the material. This double 

discretization of the domain and the deformable objects allow the estimation of large 

accumulated displacements and strain fields without numerical problems resulting from the 

distortion of elements of the mesh discretizing the space. 
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A description of the proposed methodology is first presented by giving the basis of the method 

and the equations required to calculate the displacement field in points attached to the 

observed deformed object. To facilitate the understanding and implementation of the 

presented methodology to readers not familiar with numerical methods, the formulation is 

given in detail. Applications of the method are finally presented. Synthetic cases of constant 

deformation of rectangular samples are first presented and, later, a scaled landslide 

experiment of a sandy slope is analysed.   

Calculation procedure: NP-PIV post-process 

Description 

In the procedure presented here, the input data are the displacement occurred during the 

time elapsed, ∆t, between two successive digital images, measured by means of PIV in the 

centers of a rectangular grid defining the subsets. Eulerian mode is selected (Figure 3) which 

means that displacement are measured at the center of each subset, fixed in the space, and 

the reference image is updated after every computational step. It is assumed that the data 

provided by PIV is: (a) the time interval ∆t elapsed between image capturing; (b) the 

coordinates of each center of the rectangular grid where displacements are measured at each 

computational step (they remain fixed throughout the analysis); and (c) the corresponding 

displacement increments, u(t), at each center of the rectangular grid. 

Consider now a rectangular mesh, which will be called support mesh, formed by rectangular 

elements defined by nodes coinciding with the subset centers in which displacement 

increments are measured in PIV (Figure 4). Each rectangular element will be constituted by 

four nodes in which displacement are measured by PIV analysis. This is an assumption. 
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However, other alternatives of elements having a higher number of nodes would be possible 

(as discussed in a next section). This mesh should cover all the subsets used in PIV. The object 

or objects analyzed have to be located on this mesh.  

The elements of the support mesh that are totally or partially filled by the reference 

continuous mass should be identified. This identification can be done manually or using a 

preprocessor program as those typically used for finite element calculations. Notice that the 

support mesh will be extended beyond the limits of the initial configuration of the deforming 

solid in order to track the evolution of the entire motion. In the elements occupied by the 

objects, one or more points should be assigned and distributed inside of each element. These 

points, hereinafter called “numerical particles” (NP), will represent the portion of the material 

initially contained in the element. Figure 4 shows a representation of the PIV subsets, the 

support mesh and 4 numerical particles per element. The numerical particles tracked 

throughout the deformation history of the body and their position in time will be determined 

by projecting the displacement increments from the nodes of the support mesh to the 

numerical particles. Standard shape functions (Ni) (Zienkiewicz 1989) are used to map the 

displacement increments from nodes of the supporting mesh to numerical particles. The 

displacement of any numerical particle located at position ( ),x y=x of the domain is then 

approximated as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )
1

nN

p j j

j

t t N

=

=∑u u x  (1) 

where Nn is the total number of nodes of the support mesh (which are equivalent to the 

number of centres of the subset) and ( )j tu is the displacement of node j at time t. Linear 

shape functions have been selected here since the elements of the support mesh are defined 
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by 4 nodes.  Shape functions are calculated analytically by defining a local system of 

coordinates, ξ and η, located at the centre of the element, whose coordinates are (xc,yc). Then: 

;
2 2

c c

x y

x x y y

l l

− −
ξ = η =  (2) 

where xl and yl are the horizontal and vertical lengths of the element (Fig. 1). The value of the 

interpolation function at node j is: 

1
1 2 1 2

4

j j

j
x y

N
l l

 ξξ ηη 
= + +      

 (3) 

where ( ),j jξ η are the local coordinates of node j. A discussion on the selection of the order of 

the shape function is presented later.  

Time is discretized into time steps coinciding with the times of image capturing. The 

displacement of each numerical particle, p, located at 
p
x  is then calculated with Equation (1) 

for each time:  

( )1 1

1

n

k k k
p

j p

N
t t t

j

j

N+ +

=

=∑u u x  (4) 

where 1k

j

t +u  is the displacement increment read as a input data at time tk+1 and subindex p 

indicates the numerical particle, which ranges from 1 to Np.  

The velocity, 1k
p

t +v ,and acceleration , 1k
p

t +a ,of the numerical particles can be now calculated: 

1

1

k
p

k
p

t

t

kt

+

+ =
∆

u

v  (5) 
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1

1

k
p

k
p

k

t

t

t

+

+ =
∆

v

a  (6) 

The strain increments of each numerical particle can be expressed as a function of the nodal 

displacement increments: 

( ) 11

1

k kk

j

Nn
t tt

p j p

j

++

=

∆ =∑ε B x u  (7) 

where ( )k
j pB x is the strain matrix of the elements at time k evaluated at the position of the 

numerical particle p: 

0

0

k

k

t

j

jt
j

j j

N

x

N

y

N N

y x

 ∂
 
∂ 

 ∂
=  

∂ 
 ∂ ∂
 
 ∂ ∂ 

B  (8) 

and 
j jN N

x x

∂ ∂ ∂ξ
=

∂ ∂ξ ∂
 and 

j jN N

y y

∂ ∂ ∂η
=

∂ ∂η ∂
 can be easily calculated with Equation (2) and (3). 

Accumulated strains 1kt
p
+∆ε  during large displacements result from the sum of the incremental 

strains 1 1k k kt t t
p p p
+ += + ∆ε ε ε  which are calculated assuming small displacements.  

Finally, the position of the numerical particles is updated as follows: 

1 1k k k
p p p

t t t+ += +x x u  (9) 

At the next time step, new displacement increments are considered in the same nodes of the 

mesh from PIV measurements. These values of displacement increments are mapped to the 

particles located at the new position calculated in the previous step.  
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To summarize, the algorithm steps are indicated below including some particular details that 

may be useful for the numerical implementation of the method.  

Algorithm steps 

Step 1. Identification of the rectangular mesh nodes by reading their coordinates from PIV 

results 

Profiting that the mesh is rectangular, position of nodes can be determined by knowing the 

position of one node (assigning coordinates (0,0) to the reference node), the width and the 

height of the elements and the number of rows and columns of elements. Notice that this 

information should be specified in PIV because it corresponds to the dimension of the subsets. 

The position of the nodes can be then identified by means of the numbering of the columns 

and rows instead of their coordinate, which is advantageous regarding numerical aspects. 

However, the NP-PIV post-process procedure presented in this paper is general and it can be 

also implemented in a general mesh defined by nodes (corresponding to the subset centres) 

not regularly distributed. 

Step 2. Identification of the elements which are filled by the observed deforming material 

An input file should be specified indicating in which elements numerical particles should be 

defined. They define the initial position of the observed material.   

Step 3. Location of numerical particles in the non-empty elements: 1 for 1,k
p

t
np N+ =x  

After defining the number of numerical particles per element, they should be distributed into 

the element assigning coordinates to particles.  

Step 4. Read, from PIV measurements, displacement increments at nodes: 1 for 1,k

j

t
ni N+ =u   
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Step 5. For each numerical particle, identify the nodes of the element in which the numerical 

particle is located.    

It could be easily done specially in case of a regular mesh.  

Step 6. Map the displacement to the numerical particles: ( )1 1

( )
4

1

for 1,k k k
p

j

e

t t t
j p p

j

N p N+ +

=

 
 = =
  
∑u u x  

Since local expressions of shape functions are used, the displacement of each numerical 

particle is calculated at element level (e) taking into account the four nodes surrounding the 

particle identified in the previous step (Step 5).  

Step 7. Strain increments are calculated at numerical particles: ( ) 11

( )
4

1

kk k

j

e

tt t
p j p

j

++

=

 
 ∆ =
  
∑ε B x u   

Since local expressions of spatial derivatives of shape functions are used, strain increments are 

calculated at element level (e) for the nodes surrounding the particle in which strain 

increments are calculated. Such nodes have been identified for each particle in Step 5. 

Step 8. Update the position of the numerical particles and other variables of interest: 

1 1k k k
p p p

t t t+ += +x x u  

Step 9. Calculation of variables of interest which are stored in the numerical particles 

1

1

k
p

k
p

t

t

kt

+

+ =
∆

u

v ; 
1

1

k
p

k
p

t

t

kt

+

+ =
∆

v

a and 1 1k k kt t t
p p p
+ += + ∆ε ε ε  

Step 10. Return to step 4 to begin a new time step  
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Discussion on the shape function order and number of particles 

In the description of the NP-PIV post-process methodology presented above, the support mesh 

selected is defined by linear rectangular elements (four nodes) (Fig. 5) and, therefore, linear 

shape functions are used for interpolation. Other alternatives would be possible, for instance, 

rectangular elements with nine nodes or triangular elements with three nodes (Fig. 5). In any 

case, notice that the total number of nodes and their position is fixed since they are defined in 

the previous PIV analysis. The element selected and the shape function associated will allow 

the interpolation of the displacement field between nodes of the support mesh which coincide 

with the subset centres where displacements are measured in PIV. The accuracy of the results 

will depend on the real displacement field analysis as well as on the number of nodes defined 

as an input data in PIV. Given a support mesh, the use of elements of higher order will allow a 

better approximation of the field displacement. Consider for discussion a one-dimensional 

case which deforms during a time step following a polynomic function of 3
rd

 order (Fig. 6a). 

The displacement increments at each computational step will be only know in the nodes (five 

nodes in the 1D example of Fig. 6a). If 4 linear elements (two nodes per element) are selected 

(Fig. 6b) the displacements will be interpolated linearly and the approximation will be poorer 

than the solution obtained from two quadratic elements (three nodes per element) (Fig. 6c). 

The exact solution is obtained in case of using cubic elements (four nodes). Notice that for this 

case of cubic elements, there is a node that cannot be included in the analysis and the 

displacement measured at this node will be lost. This possibility should be taken into account 

in the definition of the region of interest in PIV.  

The accuracy will be better if the number of nodes defined in PIV would be higher (Fig. 6d). For 

this case, it will be probably acceptable a linear interpolation. Linear elements, and linear 

shape functions for interpolation, are able to reproduce deformation modes with constant 
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gradient of displacement (constant strain) into the element. Therefore, they allow the exact 

representation of translations, rotations, uniform normal and shearing strains and their 

combinations.  

In general cases, taking into account the complexity of the real experiments, complicated 

deformation states may occur. However, displacement increment fields, successfully obtained 

in PIV techniques, are subjected to a proper correlation between images analysed at subset 

level. The subset size, which will determine the number of nodes, is a critical factor to control 

the accuracy of measured displacements (Pan et al. 2009). On one hand, the size of a subset 

should be large enough in order to exhibit a sufficiently distinctive intensity pattern contained 

in the subset to distinguish itself form the other subsets. It is directly related with the texture 

of the sample analysed. On the other hand, the subset size should be selected taking into 

account the underlying deformation field and the type of the approximated displacement 

mapping used in PIV analysis. Given a deformation field occurred in a computational step, a 

small subset can accurately be approximated by low order approximation mapping (zero-order 

or first order subset shape functions), whereas larger subset sizes leads to larger errors in the 

approximation and may lead to loss of correlation in those subsets subjected to significant 

strains.  

When using zero-order subset shape functions in PIV analysis, it is assumed that the subset 

does not deform (motion of a rigid solid), whereas first-order subset shape functions involves 

linear deformation of the subset. In both cases, once PIV measurements are successfully 

obtained and given a subset size, a linear interpolation of the displacement increments 

between nodes of the support mesh in the NP-PIV post-process analysis will approximate 

reasonably well the displacements because PIV data was obtained using functions of the same 

or lower order than the interpolation functions in NP-PIV. Only in those cases in which the 
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subset size is so large and the level of the deformation is such that the use of subset shape 

functions of second-order is required, the use of non-linear shape functions in NP-PIV 

postprocess will be justified.  

The criterion for the selection of the number of numerical particles per element should take 

into account that the numerical particles represent a portion of the material and they act as 

points where the displacement field is stored. The data evaluated in the nodes is lost at each 

computational step. A greater number of numerical particles may be able to provide a better 

approximation.  

In addition, a low number of particles, i.e. one per element, may result in empty elements 

during calculations. Then the displacements given by PIV in subsequent computational steps in 

nodes belonging to such empty elements will not be considered in the analysis.  

Examples of application 

Constant deformation of rectangular samples 

Considerer rectangular samples, Figure 7a, in which displacements are imposed at the nodes 

of the support mesh in order to simulate the following cases: a) constant horizontal 

deformation, b) constant shearing and a c) combination of a translation and rotation without 

deformation (rigid solid). The imposed displacement at nodes simulates the input data from a 

PIV analysis in Eulerian mode. All cases will be simulated with one and four particles per 

element to examine their effect.  

Figure 7b shows the results of constant horizontal deformations of a sample. Displacement 

field simulating a 24% horizontal constant strain is imposed in nodes. The computational mesh 

is also plotted in the figure. The incremental displacements are imposed at each of the 15 
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computational steps. Note that the displacement increments in nodes located at the sixth 

column of the mesh are initially zero. Nodal displacements on the sixth column become 

positive once the sample deformation is large enough to reach the position of those nodes.  A 

linear distribution of the position of the particles along the horizontal correlation is obtained in 

both cases (for one and for four particles per element) (Fig. 8). The horizontal strain 

accumulated in particles is exactly equal to the imposed one (24%) (Fig. 9).  

An exact solution of deformation is also computed in the case of a sample with an imposed 

shearing equal to 10%. Figure 10 and Figure 11 shows the final displacement field and the 

computed strain, respectively. Finally, Figure 12 shows the results when the sample is 

translated and rotated with respect its center. The exact solution is calculated. 

In these cases, in which the exact solution is computed because the strain gradient is constant, 

the number of particles does not affect the results.  

Slope failure 

PIV measurements of a laboratory experiment involving large displacements have been 

processed following the algorithm described above. A sandy slope loaded on top failed due to 

the rotation of the base support (Ruiz 2014; Alvarado et al. 2016) (Fig. 13).  The slope is 19 cm 

high and 44 cm long. The angle of the slope is 39º and the upper surface is inclined 13º. The 

motion was recorded by a digital Reflex camera having 1280x720 pixels resolution and an 

image capturing speed of 50 frames per second (fps). Images, captured every 0.02 seconds, 

enabled to visualize the movement of the slope (Fig. 14).  

Digital images were analysed by means of PIVLab software (Thielicke and Stamhuid 2014) 

developed in Groningen University (Netherlands). The calibration of the model to convert pixel 

movement into units of length is performed following the procedure indicated in the PIVLab 
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manual. This consists in indicating a known distance between two points of the image. For this 

reason, a scale was attached to the front wall of the experiment.  A sequential scheme was 

selected by correlating each image with the previous one. Quadrilateral subsets of 4.954x4.924 

mm were selected for the analysis.  Four numerical particles per element have been defined in 

this case for calculations. The results calculated in numerical particles have been plotted using 

the GiD (Coll et al. 2016) program for post-processing. In the following figure, only the 

information carried by the numerical particles is plotted using GiD. The support mesh is not 

represented.   

The instantaneous displacement measured using PIV technique in the centers of the subsets 

can be visualized by means of PIVLab as shown in Figure 15a at different times. This is useful 

information to visualize the physical particles in movement at each time, but no data regarding 

accumulated displacement or strains is directly obtained. PIV represents the instantaneous 

displacements overlaid on the photograph of the deformed object. However, this deformed 

shape is not numerically identified. The algorithm presented above is able to give this 

information since the position of the numerical particles, which can be understood as a 

representation of the physical particles of the soil, is calculated at each time step. This is 

shown in Figure 15b which provides double information: the instantaneous displacements on 

the numerical particles calculated by the algorithm after mapping their values from nodes 

(plotted by means of the colored scale) and the accumulated displacements of the numerical 

particles that determine the shape of the sliding mass. Note that Figure 15b does not use any 

background photograph. The close similarity between Figure 15a and b is remarkable.  

In the algorithm presented, all the variables which define the motion of soil particles are given 

in the numerical particles defined in the model. The numerical representation of the test 

allows tracking the motion of the particles in time, as Figure 16 presents, in terms of time 
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histories of displacements, velocities and accelerations for three material points selected in 

the initial non-deformed slope. Acceleration and velocity of the numerical particles, which 

represent portion of soils, are of interest especially in risk assessment of landslides because 

the potential damage is directly related with the run-out and the velocity reached. In addition, 

acceleration and velocity can be related with the acting and resistance forces, as well as with 

the energy dissipated during the motion which can be used to calibrate and evaluate 

constitutive models and numerical programs.   

Strains increments at each time step can be calculated directly from the instantaneous 

displacements. In particular Figure 17 shows the increments of the deviatoric strain invariant 

at different times calculated as
2

3

p p p

d ij ij∆ = ∆ ∆e eε , where 
p

ij∆e  is the deviatoric component 

of the strain increment. Strains increment fields allow the identification of shearing bands. 

Knowing the accumulated strains, volumetric or deviatoric, is also useful in geotechnics since 

the constitutive behaviour of soils and rocks is determined by accumulated strain. The 

algorithm presented is also able to give such information because the strain is stored in the 

numerical particles (Fig. 17).  

Conclusions  

The paper describes a novel procedure to interpret PIV results with the purpose of generating 

a comprehensive identification of mechanical variables of a deforming continuum. The method 

relies in a combination of Eulerian and Lagrangian interpretation of the incremental 

displacements provided by PIV techniques in a set of fixed spatial points which cover the 

whole domain where the deforming body is moving (the region of interest). The key idea was 

to discretize the mass moving across the reference Eulerian frame by a set of “numerical 
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particles”. Measurements of displacement increments from PIV in the nodes of the fixed mesh 

are interpolated by means of mapping functions (also used in finite elements). The 

displacements are then assigned to the numerical particles that move through the mesh. 

Strains are calculated in the numerical particles from the displacement increments of the 

nodes. Other variables of interest such as velocity and acceleration can be also stored in the 

numerical particles.  

The method is especially well suited to interpret large displacements and it allows the 

calculation of strains velocities and acceleration of moving particles throughout the 

deformation process.  

The method may be used in connection with currently available PIV software packages. The 

procedure was illustrated in the analysis of a small scale slope failure in sand induced by an 

external loading. Computed geometries during the entire failure process are remarkable 

similar to photographic records. The example illustrates the evolution of displacement, 

velocities and acceleration of few points analyzed of the sliding soil.  
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List of symbols 

∆��
� Increment of the deviatoric strain invariant at different times 

∆��
����  Strain increment at time tk+1 of the numerical particles p 

∆	
�
�  Deviatoric component of the strain increment 

∆� Time elapsed between two successive digital images 

�
���� Accumulated strain at time tk+1 of the numerical particles p 

�� , �� Local coordinates of node j 

aaaa�
���� Acceleration vector at time tk+1 of the numerical particles p 

��
���� Strain matrix of elements at time k at the position of the numerical particle p 

��, �� Horizontal and Vertical lengths of the element 

�
  Standard shape functions. 

�� Total number of nodes of the support mesh 

� Total number of numerical particles 

���� Displacement vector increments 

����� Displacement vector of node j at time t 

�
���� Displacement vector increment at time tk+1 of the numerical particle p 

( )p tu  Displacement vector increment at time t of the numerical particle p 

�
���� Velocity vector at time tk+1 of the numerical particle p 

�
���� Position vector at time tk+1 of the numerical particles p  
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Figures captions 

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of displacement measurement by means of PIV technique. 

Figure 2 Schematic illustration of (a) leapfrog and (b) sequential schemes.  

Figure 3 Schematic illustration of Eulerian approach.  

Figure 4 Schematic illustration of the discretizations. 

Figure 5 Examples of alternative elements of the support mesh. 

Figure 6 Interpolation of a cubic polynomic function with 5 nodes. (a) Analytical function; (b) Lineal 

interpolation with four elements of two nodes; (c) Quadratic interpolation with two elements of three 

nodes; (d) Lineal interpolation with eight elements of two nodes. 

Figure 7 Case of imposed constant horizontal deformation on a rectangular sample. (a) Initial 

configuration of numerical particles and (b) final position and displacement (in m) for the cases of one 

and four particles per element. Grey mesh corresponds to the computational mesh.  

Figure 8 Case of imposed constant horizontal deformation on a rectangular sample. Total horizontal 

displacement field calculated in the numerical particles at the end of the analysis for 1 and 4 particles 

per element. 

Figure 9 Horizontal strain calculated in the case of imposed constant horizontal deformation on a 

rectangular sample for (a) 1 and (b) 4 particles per element. 

Figure 10 Case of imposed shearing. Final displacement field (in m) computed with one and four 

particles per element for (a) 1 and (b) 4 particles per element.  

Figure 11 Case of imposed shearing. Final total strain computed with cases of one and four particles per 

element for (a) 1 and (b) 4 particles per element.  

Figure 12 Case of translation and rotation. Final displacement field (in m) for (a) 1 and (b) 4 particles per 

element.  

Figure 13 Set up of the laboratory experiment: tilt base, transparent box, loaded sandy slope and digital 

camera (Ruiz 2014). 

Figure 14 Slope failure at different times: (a) 0.7 s; (b) 0.9 s and (c) 1.2 s after initialization of the failure 

(Ruiz 2014). 

Figure 15 Contours and vectors of instantaneous displacement increments in mm (occurred in 0.02 s 

intervals at the time indicated in the figures) (a) measured by means of PIV-Lab in the centers of subsets 

(Ruiz, 2014) and (b) calculated by the algorithm developed in the numerical particles, at different times. 
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The deformed slopes plotted in figures (b) are a consequence of the accumulated displacements 

calculated by the algorithm developed. 

Figure 16 Calculated (a) displacement, (b) velocity and (c) acceleration of three numerical particles 

located initially in the position indicated on the top. 

Figure 17 Calculated deviatoric strain invariant at different times. (a) Increment and (b) accumulated 

values.  
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Figure 1 Schematic illustration of displacement measurement by means of PIV technique.  
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Figure 2 Schematic illustration of (a) leapfrog and (b) sequential schemes. 
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Figure 3 Schematic illustration of Eulerian approach.  
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Figure 4 Schematic illustration of the discretizations.  
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Figure 5 Examples of alternative elements of the support mesh.  
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Figure 6 Interpolation of a cubic polynomic function with 5 nodes. (a) Analytical function; (b) Lineal 
interpolation with four elements of two nodes; (c) Quadratic interpolation with two elements of three nodes; 

(d) Lineal interpolation with eight elements of two nodes.  
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Figure 7 Case of imposed constant horizontal deformation on a rectangular sample. (a) Initial configuration 
of numerical particles and (b) final position and displacement (in m) for the cases of one and four particles 

per element. Grey mesh corresponds to the computational mesh.  
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Figure 8 Case of imposed constant horizontal deformation on a rectangular sample. Total horizontal displacement field calculated in the numerical 
particles at the end of the analysis for 1 and 4 particles per element.
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Figure 9 Horizontal strain calculated in the case of imposed constant horizontal deformation on a rectangular 
sample for (a) 1 and (b) 4 particles per element.  
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Figure 10 Case of imposed shearing. Final displacement field (in m) computed with one and four particles 
per element for (a) 1 and (b) 4 particles per element.  
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Figure 11 Case of imposed shearing. Final total strain computed with cases of one and four particles per 
element for (a) 1 and (b) 4 particles per element.  
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Figure 12 Case of translation and rotation. Final displacement field (in m) for (a) 1 and (b) 4 particles per 
element.  
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Figure 13 Set up of the laboratory experiment: tilt base, transparent box, loaded sandy slope and digital 
camera (Ruiz 2014).  
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Figure 14 Slope failure at different times: (a) 0.7 s; (b) 0.9 s and (c) 1.2 s after initialization of the failure 
(Ruiz 2014).  
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Figure 15 Contours and vectors of instantaneous displacement increments in mm (occurred in Figure 15 
Contours and vectors of instantaneous displacement increments in mm (occurred in 0.02 s intervals at the 
time indicated in the figures) (a) measured by means of PIV-Lab in the centers of subsets (Ruiz, 2014) and 

(b) calculated by the algorithm developed in the numerical particles, at different times. The deformed slopes 
plotted in figures (b) are a consequence of the accumulated displacements calculated by the algorithm 

developed.  
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Figure 16 Calculated (a) displacement, (b) velocity and (c) acceleration of three numerical particles located initially in the position indicated on the 
top.
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Figure 17 Calculated deviatoric strain invariant at different times. (a) Increment and (b) accumulated 
values.  
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